# Word List

- absent
- accomplish
- accomplishment
- achievement
- activity
- actually
- attend
- author
- award
- awesome
- bachelor’s
- balloon
- campus
- check
- city
- civilization
- college
- composition
- cruise ship
- degree
- description
- different
- diploma
- elevator
- enrich
- enroll
- event
- expensive
- fan
- far away
- farm
- farming
- finally
- five-star
- focus on
- funny
- get
- goal
- graduate
- great
- great-grandmother
- happy
- humorous
- interview
- junk
- laptop
- lifetime
- list
- lose
- major
- message
- place
- present
- prize
- profit
- proud
- public speaking
- reach
- research
- similar
- suggestion
- terrible
- thousand
- traffic
- unique
- win
- work